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Abstract. Optimizing the performance of HPC software requires a high-
level understanding of communication patterns as well as their relation to
source code structures. We describe an algorithm to detect communication
patterns in parallel traces and show how these patterns can guide static
code analysis. First, we detect patterns that identify potential bottlenecks
in MPI communication traces. Next, we associate the patterns with the
corresponding nodes in an abstract syntaxtree using the ROSE compiler
framework. Finally we perform static analysis on the annotated control
flow and system dependence graphs to guide transformations such as code
motion or the automatic introduction of MPI collectives.

1 Introduction

With today’s increasingly complex and highly scalable parallel systems, we re-
quire approaches that combine static (compile time) and dynamic (run time)
information to capture sufficient information to optimize their applications. Sim-
ilar techniques already support feedback guided compilation; however, these ap-
proaches limit the kind of data they collect and the optimizations that they
apply (often restricted to simple localized decisions like inlining or code layout).

In this paper, we apply this principle to the analysis and optimization of
global communication behavior, which is a primary source of inefficiency in par-
allel machines [2]. We use a suffix tree algorithm to detect repeating patterns in
communication traces and map the patterns to static data structures. For the
latter part we rely on ROSE, a comprehensive and flexible toolkit for the gen-
eration of source-to-source translators. We present early experiences on static
source transformations exploiting the additional runtime information.

Sec. 2 gives an overview of the approach and shows the most important steps
of the process. In Sec. 3 we formally define the repeating structures in strings
and then compare the runtime behavior and memory usage of two different
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the main approach

algorithms that use the structures to find MPI communication patterns. Sec.
4 gives an overview of the ROSE compiler infrastructure that enables us to
perform static analysis of the associated regions in the parallel code and to
carry out source-to-source transformations. Sec. 5 provides a concrete example
of a successfully transformed parallel code that achieves better performance by
overlapping communication and computation. In the final sections we discuss
aspects of future research and present our conclusions.

2 Combing Static and Dynamic Analysis

The analysis of MPI communication patterns has traditionally been used for
high-level understanding and error detection [3,4,5]. In this work we extend the
use of patterns to static analysis and source code transformations for perfor-
mance optimization. We detect repetitive patterns of inefficient communication
at runtime (e.g., poorly implemented broadcast operations) and use this informa-
tion to optimize these heavily used structures in existing applications statically
by replacing them with more efficient equivalent operations.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of our approach: we instrument the target MPI ap-
plication, generate an MPI trace of the program executed under a given set of
parameters, and then use pattern matching to isolate recurring inefficient com-
munication structures. We also generate an abstract syntax tree (AST) of the
application and perform a static analyses to extract control and data flow. We
then map the detected patterns onto this information and use these annotations
to guide potential source-to-source transformations.

This process comes with four major challenges:

1. Detecting MPI operations that would make recurring patterns interesting
2. Finding and filtering the patterns that involve these operations
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3. Determining if the optimizations applicable to the patterns can be applied
safely to the AST (possibly through specialization)

4. Transforming the related source code fragments

3 Detecting Patterns in MPI Communication Traces

MPI communication patterns are repeating communication structures in an MPI
event graph [6]. First each MPI event is encoded into a 32 bit integer, such that
each task’s trace information is represented by an array of integer variables. For
each task, we compute all repetitive and maximal repetitive sequences [7].

Definition 1. A maximal pair of a string S of length n is a triple (p1, p2, l),
such that

S[p1, p1 + l − 1] = S[p2, p2 + l − 1], but

S[p1 − 1] �= S[p2 − 1] and S[p1 + l] �= S[p2 + l]
(1)

where p1, p2 denote the starting positions of the two substrings and l gives their
lengths. A maximal repeat is a string represented by such a triple.

We use the maximal repeats, which are a subset of all repeated sequences, to
select a start sequence. Starting from a maximal repeat, we identify global com-
munication patterns that they contain. Using maximal repeats is crucial for
finding repeating communication patterns efficiently. We have currently imple-
mented two ways to detect repetitive structures in MPI traces: a naive algorithm
based on convolution and a more advanced technique using suffix trees.

Our naive convolution method aligns the left end of the pattern P with the
left end of the string S and then compares the characters of P and S left to
right until either two unequal characters are found or until P is exhausted. It
then shifts P to the right one place and repeats the comparisons process. If n
is the length of P and m is the length of S, this approach makes Θ(nm) [7]
comparisons in the worst case. Since there is possibly a huge number of MPI
events in the trace, this method take significant runtime.

Our more advanced compressed suffix tree approach borrows ideas from com-
putational biology for finding repeating gene structures in huge DNA sequences
[7]. The suffix tree for a string S with length m is a rooted directed tree with
exactly m leaves and whose labels correspond to substrings of S. For any leaf i,
the concatenation of the edge-labels on the path from the root to leaf i exactly
spells out the suffix of S starting at position i.

Definition 2. An internal node v of the suffix tree for string S is called left
diverse if at least two leaves with suffix position i and j in v′s subtree have
different left characters, that is, S[i − 1] �= S[j − 1]

Theorem 1 (D. Gusfield). The substring α labeling the path to an internal
node v of the suffix tree for string S is a maximal repeat iff v is left diverse.
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Fig. 2. Suffix for a string representing MPI events of a trace

D. Gusfield describes algorithms (e.g., Ukkonen’s algorithm) for constructing
such trees with all its suffix links for a string S with length m in Θ(m) time [7].
However, these algorithms are not space efficient, particularly with large alpha-
bets, as with MPI traces. Thus, we use an alternative approach. The compressed
suffix tree [8] for a string S with length m of an alphabet Σ occupies Θ(m log|Σ|)
bits. The final time requirement for creating the tree is Θ(m log|m| log|Σ|), being
reasonably close to the best current theoretical result [9].

Fig. 2 shows a suffix tree of the string S = ”17, 18, 23, 17, 18, 5, 17, 18, 5, 9”, in
which each integer represents an MPI event. We can easily see from the suffix
tree that 〈17, 18〉 with starting positions (1, 4 and 7) and 〈17, 18, 5〉 with starting
positions (4 and 7) are maximal repeats. In addition to these (maximal) repeats,
S has the repeat 〈18, 5〉 with starting positions (5 and 8).

We must choose a repeat on a specific task from which to start the pattern
matching process. Since each task typically has many maximal repeats, the time
required to compute a communication pattern for all maximal repeats is gen-
erally prohibitive. Hence, we first filter start-repeats and then compute only
communication patterns that involve these filtered events. This filter step is ei-
ther guided by special seed events, e.g. events in the trace with a huge difference
between start- and end-time, or by focusing on selected MPI operations.

Fig. 3 shows an example MPI trace in which the events in bold highlight a
repeating set of MPI operations that our pattern-detection algorithm finds. This
pattern is potentially equivalent to a broadcast operation using a tree-based
communication structure. In this example, our static analysis must verify that
the pattern is a broadcast operation and, if so, that we can replace the associated
code segments with an equivalent, but probably more efficient version in the form
of a native MPI collective. This is promising because it will enable programmers,
that do not have a broad knowledge of MPI to apply more efficient functions
defined by the MPI standard in without having to use them explicitly.
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Fig. 3. A detected pattern representing a broadcast operation in an MPI trace

4 Static Analysis with ROSE

A communication pattern extracted from the runtime trace only points to a
potential bottleneck. Further, the pattern is initially only valid for the par-
ticular input set used during the application run. We must verify the pattern
occurs across all control flows and investigate pattern specific global data flow
constraints (e.g., in the case of a suspected broadcasts that the same data is
communicated in all messages). The required information to achieve this goal
is encapsulated in the System-Dependence-Graph (SDG) [10] and the Control-
Flow-Graph (CFG).

Fig. 4. Excerpt of the System-Dependence-Graph (SDG) of a parallel program

We use the ROSE open-source compiler infrastructure to generate both of
these graphs. ROSE is a tool kit to generate custom source-to-source transla-
tors. It provides mechanisms to translate input source code into an intermediate
representation (AST) [11], libraries to traverse and manipulate the information
stored in the AST, as well as mechanisms to transform the changed AST infor-
mation back into valid source code. The representation within the AST as well as
the supporting data structures is powerful enough to readily exploit knowledge of
the architecture, parallel communication characteristics, and cache architecture
in the specification of the transformations [12].

Fig. 4 illustrates a small excerpt of an SDG generated by ROSE providing both
data and control dependency information. The specific example shows the nodes
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Fig. 5. The ROSE compiler infrastructure

and data-dependence egdes that represent flow of data between statements or
expressions as well as control-dependence edges that represent control conditions
on which the execution of a statement or expression depends, in this case around
an MPI Send function in a parallel application.

The flow diagram in Fig. 5 reflects the complete approach, transforming unop-
timized C++ code based on user defined abstractions into highly optimized code.
In our approach we have defined specific transformations to MPI code structures
based on dynamic analysis results in the form of inefficient MPI communication
patterns.

5 Examples and Early Results

The following simple example illustrates how we can use our techniques to replace
blocking with non-blocking communication to overlap communication and com-
putation for better overall performance. Fig. 6 shows the structure of the corre-
sponding “Late-Sender” pattern: the receiving task wastes useful time in waiting
for a message to be sent by another task. We detect this pattern from our com-
munication trace and then apply a source code transformation using the ROSE

Fig. 6. Late-Sender pattern
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Fig. 7. Source code transformation: before (left), after (right)

compiler framework that introduces non-blocking communication, as shown in
the pseudo-code in Fig. 7. Our transformation replaces the blocking MPI Recv
with its non-blocking MPI Irecv version and adds the matching MPI Wait so as
to provide the largest possible communication/computation overlap allowed by
data dependencies on the receive buffer.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents our work to automate the analysis and optimization of
parallel scientific applications by combining dynamic runtime information in the
form of communication patterns with static analysis and code transformation.
We use the dynamic information to identify the Send- and Receive Events that
are part of inefficient communication patterns and are good targets for source
code optimizations.

In our ongoing research, we are extending the library of inefficient MPI com-
munication patterns that we optimize beyond the communication/computation
overlap transformation described here. In particular, we will introduce static
and dynamic analysis as well as the corresponding transformation engine for au-
tomatically adding collective operations. Further, we will provide several other
novel methods for selecting and filtering MPI seed events that will help us find
more complex patterns that lead to communication bottlenecks.
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